Interactive Word Wall

“How To”

Step 1 - Gather your materials. Begin to construct your word wall. You can create a portable word wall in a folder. You can also use a wall, objects and more!

Step 2 - Create a circuit on your word. You can make 1-5 circuits using the Makey Makey. The idea is a complete circuit that is made of conductive material. Copper tape or tinfoil are ideal. What completes the circuit? Your finger? A switch?

Step 3 - Go to https://scratch.mit.edu/ and create an account. This way your project will save. Then visit https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/93493014 You will then click “see inside” and then “remix”. Now the project is yours! You decide what your word says and what the backdrop is. Advanced Scratch users can also add sound and movement!

Step 4 - Connect your Makey Makey to your interactive word wall and run the Scratch program! Time to watch the magic of making meaning happen by developing our Literacy and Technology skills!